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HARDING STUDENT BECOMES FIRST PERSON IN WHITE
COUNTY TO TEST POSITIVE FOR COVID-19
written by Emily Nicks March 24, 2020

Harding University senior Emily Davis received the call Monday; the results of her COVID-19 test were positive. After
displaying symptoms Friday and being tested for the virus at Searcy PrimeCare Medical Clinic on Saturday, Davis
became the first person in White County to test positive for the novel coronavirus.
“At first, I didn’t believe it,” Davis said. “Even when I called to get the appointment at PrimeCare, I told the nurse, ‘I
really don’t think I have this whole coronavirus, so y’all don’t worry about that. I just think I have the flu or maybe
strep throat.’”
Over spring break, Davis traveled to Cancún, Mexico, but said it is unclear exactly where and when she contracted
the virus.
“I originally thought I got it from [traveling] because of the dates and stuff, and a lot of people thought that the
incubation period is 14 days,” Davis said. “Well last night I went to the ER to check my oxygen levels and stuff, and
they told me that now it looks like [I have had the virus] about four days. So they … really just truly have no idea.”

Davis said her symptoms — which include fever, body aches, cough and difficulty breathing — all began affecting
her at the same time. She compared the feeling to a case of the flu, though she said she knows this is a much
different situation.
Even after symptoms showed themselves, Davis said she never imagined she would contract COVID-19.
“I called my mom, and I was like, ‘I don’t know what to do,’” Davis said. “‘There’s no way that it’s the coronavirus.’”
Davis said the reality of her situation didn’t hit her until she received the phone call with her test results.
“I was super nervous,” Davis said. “The nurse on the phone kinda calmed me down and told me, because of my age
and how I’m still healthy, that I will get through this.”
Despite a shocking few days, Davis said she has found comfort in support from family, friends and members of
Harding women’s social club, Ko Jo Kai.
“Luckily, my friends have just been so sweet,” Davis said. “They’re helping me through a lot, and if I need anything,
they’ll leave it at the doorstep … and, of course, I can text them or call them throughout the day, too, so that’s really
helpful.”
Senior Kally Byrd and her family, as well as another family friend, traveled with Davis over spring break. She said
none of them have displayed major symptoms or been tested, but they are self-quarantining and practicing
preventative measures.
“I went to go get tested, but they advised me that only people with major symptoms such as fever should be tested,
since we are running low on tests in the U.S.,” Byrd said. “I have just decided to wait out the next 13 days to see if I
get any symptoms and go from there because that’s what I have been advised to do by PrimeCare and Unity
Health.”
Davis said she lives with two other people off-campus in Searcy. They were both tested and have not heard results
but are practicing self-quarantine.
As of Tuesday night, there were 230 confirmed COVID-19 cases in Arkansas and two deaths, according to Arkansas
Department of Health. Davis was the first person in White County to test positive.
Harding University sent an email to students, faculty and staff members Tuesday regarding Davis, who remained
unnamed in the email.

“The student has not been on campus since before spring break,” the email stated. “Student Life is in contact with
the student to provide support as they recover. The Harding Community could continue to be impacted by the spread
of the virus in the coming days and weeks.”

ADJUSTING TO A WORLD (TEMPORARILY) WITHOUT
SPORTS
written by Ryangallagher
March 26, 2020
--

Graphic by Darrian Bagley

Sports have provided entertainment near and wide for hundreds of years. From baseball to tennis to volleyball, there
is almost guaranteed to be a sport suiting nearly every human being. But with the advance of COVID-19, sports have
seemingly ceased to exist for the time being.
When the pandemic started, the NBA was the first national sports organization to end its entire season March 11;
almost all professional sports organizations within the week did the same after multiple athletes across disciplines
tested positive for COVID-19. Playing sports without fans in the arenas was the initial plan for some, but shortly after
that idea was proposed, sports went on full hiatus.
Currently, there is no confirmed plan for what will happen when sports resume, nor has anything been said on how
this will affect schedules. Multiple questions still remain: Will sports seasons be shorter and the offseason stay the
same? If the regular season stays the same, will the offseason be shorter? The only events that have made formal
announcements about future dates are the Olympics and the Euros, which have both been postponed until 2021.

The NCAA’s March Madness tournament was the first of many events to officially be cancelled, and sophomore
Collin Blackburn said he was not happy when he heard the news.
“I was sad,” Blackburn said. “I look forward to March Madness especially every year, and when it got cancelled, I was
really upset.”
Sophomore Mitch Friesenborg said he believed cancelling sports was the right thing to do.
“We’ve already seen that this virus is deadly and spreads fast, and sporting events have some of the largest turnouts
besides concerts,” Friesenborg said. “Human lives are more important than the business they provide.”
Finding alternative entertainment options has not been too hard for freshman Claire Read. Since she cannot watch
live sports, she has turned to reruns of older events.
“I just got done watching the U.S. soccer team from 2015 play against Japan,” Read said. “My dad and I like to watch
old games and a lot of history channels together.”
There may not be live sports for a while, but there are still sports to watch. It may not produce the suspense that live
competitions provide, but it may just hold sports fans over until the pandemic passes and athletes return to the
courts, fields and stadiums.

FIGHTING THE GUILT THAT COMES WITH FREE TIME
written by Emily Nicks March 26, 2020

It has been two weeks since classes transitioned to total online instruction, and if you’re anything like me, the new
normal has left you with much more free time than you normally have. Even with classwork to finish, pre-recorded
lectures to watch and Zoom video classes to attend, there are still a lot of hours to fill. I find my evenings are
especially empty without intramural sports, rehearsals and general time spent with friends.
Before leaving campus, I was on the constant search for more time in my schedule. There were passion projects I
wanted to pursue. I needed more time to edit my portfolio and search for a job post-graduation. I wanted an extra
hour to call my family. I even longed for a few extra moments just to zone out and watch an episode on Netflix.
Suddenly, I’m faced with hours of unfilled time — and I’m left floundering.
For some reason, I’ve been faced with a lot of unexpected guilt as I experience this new free time. No matter how I
fill the hours, I feel like I should be doing something different.

When I take a break and watch a movie or TV episode, I fear that I should be using my downtime more productively.
When I log off Canvas just to dedicate a few hours toward job applications, I criticize myself for not just letting myself
relax.
Even when I decide to pursue a new creative outlet, I feel weird about adding more to my plate when there are
already so many options vying for my time.
See what I mean?
When faced with the exact thing we’ve been wishing for over the past year (or four years, in the case of seniors), we
suddenly don’t know how to react. It feels wrong; it feels unnatural. No matter how we fill the free time, we struggle
with the underlying belief that it’s somehow wrong.
While I think it is natural for us to struggle with these conflicting feelings, I also think it is important that we combat
them. Is it understandable to feel guilty over how you spend this free time? Yes, but let’s not become complacent in
this paradoxical guilt.
This free time is part of our new normal, at least for now. Here’s how I have been working on wrapping my mind
around the extra hours. I hope it is helpful for you, too.
1. Make the free time part of your schedule.
A good discipline to set for yourself is to create an overall schedule for your weekdays and stick to it. Be careful not
to overdo it; I think micromanaging your time could be just as harmful as letting yourself go without a plan. I’ve done
both, and they’re both bad.
Personally, I have found that dedicated time to school in the morning and early afternoon leaves me a few dedicated
hours to work on The Bison in the late afternoon. Then, I keep my evening hours as designated free time. In doing
so, I have made my free hours seem manageable and not overwhelming. It’s simply a time block to fill, just like
school and work.
1. Balance how you spend the free time.
This one is important. I think the best way to combat free time guilt is not to overindulge yourself with one type of
activity. Feeling guilty after binge-watching Netflix for the last week? There might be a reason for that.

Think of the various ways you want to spend your free time in the coming weeks and possibly months. For me, I
know I will want to spend time reading, preparing for post-graduation, trying a new creative activity and just plain
chilling. Don’t let yourself focus only on one area for extended time periods. Balance the activities.
1. Dig into each activity fully.
Finally, the best way to fight that voice of guilt about how you are spending your free time is by fighting back. If you
have responsibly scheduled your time and are balancing the types of activities you pursue, let yourself enjoy the
freedom. It may be a new experience for many of us used to the hectic pace of college, but there is no need to feel
guilty about that. Dig into the time you now have and the opportunities it presents.

FINDING JESUS IN A TIME OF CONFUSION
written by Chantelceaser March 26, 2020
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At Harding University, seeing God may have been easy while being surrounded by a community of believers. Since
COVID-19 has disrupted everyday life — bringing changes like social distancing practices and life off-campus —
students, faculty and staff may have to work harder to find Jesus in a time of confusion.
While saddened by the unexpected end to the year, senior Kennedy Barden said he finds hope in the Harding
community near and far as people pursue connection with one another.
“Despite all the uncertainty and sadness and anxiety that COVID-19 has brought to the world and to our Harding
community, I haven’t seen any shortage of strength or faithfulness in this community,” Barden said. “To me, this is
nothing short of the Holy Spirit’s work in the body of Christ himself to bring about the goodness of God. God is
present even in the difficulty of our present situation, and it’s been made obvious in the people of God.”

In this time of confusion, Dr. Shawn Daggett, professor of Bible and the faculty member at Harding University in Latin
America (HULA) this spring, said he finds Jesus in the shared stories and experiences of the students and the
people of the HULA program.
“The night that the students weren’t able to fly out of Arequipa and were going to be coming back to the hotel,
Jeremy Daggett, the director, called me and asked me to meet his neighbors who would help bring his large washing
machine down from the fourth floor,” Daggett said. “His neighbor, Pedro, was there to meet me. He and his sons
shook my hand, [Pedro] looked me in the eye, and he said something like, ‘Shawn, these are upsetting and
unpredictable times, but I think we can look for Jesus moving and working in all of this.’ Pedro was a rock and
wanted to encourage me. He reminded me of Romans 8:28 and God’s style in working through difficulties for the
good.”
Along with finding Jesus in the people he is around, Daggett said he is finding contentment in enjoying each day in
spite of the fact that the future is unknown. Sophomore Kelsey Smith agreed with Daggett and has taken on the
same mindset.
“I’m taking everything one day at a time right now,” Smith said. “It’s definitely hard not knowing when this will be over
and life will be back to normal, [but] on the tough days, I try to gain perspective and pray for peace and guidance. I’m
trying to see this as less of an abrupt and disruptive change and more of a temporary redirection.”
In spite of fear some may be feeling, Daggett, Smith and Barden urged the Harding community to use this time to
seek God through his word and through prayer.
“Wake up to prayer, listen to God in reading scripture, and look for opportunities to share faith, strengthen positive
relationships and act on each godly, scripture-directed and Spirit-led impulse,” Daggett said.
In a time when many things are uncertain, Smith said there is one who remains the same always.
“Notice that during all of this, as life is stripped down and most of your stimulants are removed, God is waiting
underneath the layers,” Smith said. “We can use this time to increase our knowledge of God as we’re forced to learn
to trust and lean on him.”

HARDING CANCELS SPRING SING, LOOKS FORWARD TO
‘TWICE UPON A TIME 2021’
written by Madisonscott March 26, 2020
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On Thursday, March 19, Harding announced that the University would be moving to online classes for the remainder
of the semester due to the implications of COVID-19, and students learned of the cancellation of Spring Sing 2020,
“Once Upon a Time.”
Spring Sing is a tradition deeply embedded in Harding culture, involving hundreds of students and numerous faculty
members every year. This year marks the first time since it began in 1974 the University has cancelled the show.
Administration first contacted Spring Sing directors and professors of theatre Stephen and Dottie Frye over spring
break about the possible impact that the virus could have on the production. Dottie said although they were
disappointed by the decision, she knew it was not easy for anyone and supported whatever needed to be done.
Dottie said she knew they were not the only ones being affected by the virus, and the show would simply have to be
put on pause for the time being.

Next year’s Spring Sing will have the same theme slightly adapted to be titled “Twice Upon a Time 2021.” Anyone
who held a role in the 2020 show — like the ensemble members, hosts and hostesses — will have the opportunity to
keep their role next year without having to audition again, even if they graduate. Social clubs will now be required to
stick to the same show themes for Spring Sing 2021 they were working on for Spring Sing 2020, according to Dottie
Frye. There will be a storage unit available to store any supplies.
“I think this is a wonderful idea since we have amazing costumes and songs, a beautiful set and amazing stories to
tell that otherwise wouldn’t have been seen or heard,” senior Spring Sing hostess Ava Galyean said.
Galyean said although it will not be completely the same due to some people inevitably being unable to participate,
she still believes it will be a great production and hopes to remain involved.
Senior Hallie Martin, Spring Sing director for women’s social club Pi Theta Phi, said freshmen contacted her and her
fellow directors after hearing the news, thanking them for the experience and sharing about friendships and
memories they had gained.
“This is how freshmen feel every year in every show because of Spring Sing and how God works through the people
in the shows,” Martin said. “God worked through the time we had together on the Benson stage and in the Reynolds
building to bring us together and make our time meaningful, regardless of if we were able to perform or not.”
Spring Sing not only impacts the freshman involved, but also the directors; Dottie said this year proved to be no
exception.
“What I’ve learned is a reminder of what I’ve known all along, and that is that the time with the people, the
relationships, the work and the laughter and the shared learning and experiences is precious,” Dottie said.
Above all, she said she wants Spring Sing participants to know they are loved and that their talents are a gift from
God and should be used. She has hope that everyone will be able to come together and use these gifts again in the
near future.

HARDING CANCELS SUMMER INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS
written by Guest March 26, 2020
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Written by Caroline Birdwell
Harding students enrolled in 2020 summer study abroad programs received an email from International Programs
(IP) March 23, announcing the cancellation of all programs due to the continued spread and concerns of COVID-19.
“The decision to cancel these programs was a difficult one,” Audra Pleasant, executive director of IP, said. “Students
have been planning for and dreaming about these study abroad experiences all year … and we know how
disappointing this decision is, especially in the midst of so many unexpected changes to the structure of the current
spring semester.”
IP canceled all seven study abroad programs for the summer 2020 semester: Harding University in Greece, Harding
University in Florence (HUF), Summer Undergraduate Research in Florence, Art & Design International (ADI),
College of Business in London, College of Education in Scotland and Scholars Abroad.

Pleasant said IP referred to the U.S. Department of State and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
while making this decision. The State Department issued a level four global health advisory March 19, advising U.S.
citizens to avoid all international travel. IP took this into account as well as the advice of CDC to cancel or postpone
student international travel programs.
Sophomore Nick DeLaPeña had signed up to attend HUF this summer and said he was not surprised by the news.
“I was trying to be optimistic the whole time, but I knew sooner or later it would get canceled, so I was sad but not in
shock when we received an email about the cancellation of the trip,” DeLaPeña said.
Like DeLaPeña, junior Keyton Hall was not shocked when IP canceled her trip with ADI. Hall said she had her
suspicions the trips would be canceled, based on what is happening in the world with COVID-19, but she is keeping
a positive outlook on the future.
“I’m trusting in God that this time this summer will be productive in a new way that I needed more,” Hall said.
Summer break, however, is sometimes the only way students can study abroad. Some students choose to study
abroad in the summer because of scheduling conflicts during the regular fall and spring semesters, which was the
case for DeLaPeña.
In the email sent to students enrolled in summer 2020 international programs, IP said students have the option to
transfer to another study abroad program in fall 2020, spring 2021 or summer 2021. Students will receive full refunds
to their student accounts for application fees and travel payments if they choose not to transfer.
Pleasant said IP’s focus is always to keep Harding students safe and healthy while they are abroad, but it has
become even more of a priority since the outbreak of COVID-19.
“Student health and safety is a priority for us every day, and has become a primary focus during this pandemic,”
Pleasant said. “In addition to risks directly to the health of students and faculty, we also consider freedom of
movement created by sudden border closures and mandatory quarantines that can create major program disruptions
and issues of safety. At this time, the risks are too high for us to proceed with planned programs for 2020.”
Despite the disappointment that students may feel, students can understand the importance of staying at home and
staying positive during this time.
“I think it is important for us all to stay healthy and stay at home because we all have an opportunity to make an
impact on someone else’s life right now,” Hall said. “We should try to think selflessly and about how contact with
others will spread and potentially affect someone’s health.”

HOBBY HIGHLIGHT: COOKING AND BAKING
written by Mrichardson1 March 26, 2020
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Though many businesses and restaurants have closed their doors or introduced limited hours due to COVID-19,
most grocery stores remain open across America, restocking every evening. Some would say this is the perfect
opportunity to become a master chef. Harding students across the nation are grabbing their aprons, gathering
ingredients and using their time to master cooking and baking skills in the kitchen.
Senior Julia Hensley said she recognizes the opportunity that comes with a change in her regular schedule. Though
Hensley has enjoyed cooking for a while, the demands of classes, work and a social life normally rule out the
possibility of baking fresh lemon bars or cooking spicy fajitas. Now, she’s not letting the unexpected free time go to
waste.
“I never [had] time to just take my time to cook something new, and, though in unfortunate circumstances, I have the
time now,” Hensley said. “I don’t have control of all the chaos around me, but I do have control over my hobbies that
keep me happy. All in all, cook something new, take over a meal for your family and cook for them, or get your family
involved and make a meal together.”

Junior Allie Lightfoot said she has tried her hand at cooking different recipes, like elderberry soup and goulash, with
her husband and family. Lightfoot encouraged students to limit waste and use the ingredients they already have in
the cupboards if they take on cooking as a new hobby.
“My mom and I made potato soup one night and beef/vegetable goulash another night with things we already had,”
Lightfoot said. “Both were super easy and yummy to make.”
Another student is using time in the kitchen to get closer with the family around her. Senior Caroline Nesbitt said she
has discovered a love for baking her family’s secret chocolate chip cookie recipe.
“The most fun part for me, though, is sharing it with my family,” Nesbitt said. “They’re very complimentary.”
When baking, Nesbitt said she recommends avoiding stress by setting out all of the ingredients and pre-measuring
before beginning.
No matter what ends up getting whipped up in the kitchen, the hobbies of cooking and baking are a great way to
spend free time with some, hopefully, delicious results.
Interested in furthering your culinary skills? Junior Paige King shared her secret cinnamon roll muffin recipe.
Ingredients
For the muffins:
■

2 cups all purpose flour

■

3 tablespoons baking soda

■

1/2 teaspoon salt

■

1/4 cup sugar

■

3 tablespoons butter

■

1 egg

■

1 cup milk

For the icing:
■

3 teaspoons cinnamon

■

1 cup brown sugar

■

3 teaspoons melted butter

Instructions

1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees and put cupcake liners in a cupcake pan.
2. For the muffins: Mix together dry ingredients in a large bowl. In a separate bowl, mix together wet ingredients.
Make a well in the center of the dry ingredients to add the wet ingredients and mix well.
3. For the icing: Mix together the icing ingredients in a separate bowl.
4. Spoon muffin mixture into the cupcake pan, filling each cup about a quarter full.
5. Bake for 12 to 15 minutes.
6. Top with icing and enjoy!

HOBBY HIGHLIGHT: CREATING ART
written by Audrey Jackson March 26, 2020
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Staying inside can lead to a variety of things: spontaneous haircuts, new recipes or a movie marathon. Three
Harding art students recommend using free time to create — whether that be through drawing, painting, sculpting or
crafting — to ease the stir-crazy experience of quarantine. Beginners are welcome, and as junior art major Keyton
Hall said, “I encourage everyone to pick up a pencil, pen, chalk or, honestly, anything and create!”
No matter the project, all artists should start with finding inspiration. This could be found in a YouTube tutorial,
nature, Bob Ross video or Pinterest. Hall recommended creating art out of whatever you see. Are you missing the
Harding squirrels? Paint one (or five.)
Don’t worry about having the right art supplies — cardboard, wood and paper plates make great canvases if you
have paint and a brush or two. Repurpose carved erasers into a personal, ornate stamp. Melt crayons between two
sheets of wax paper to create faux stained glass for window decorations. Computer programs like Adobe Illustrator
and Inkscape offer virtual workspaces. Markers, pens and pencils still work well with notebook or printer paper.

Junior Hannah Campbell, a visual art major, has enjoyed digitally creating landscapes and portraits of family
members. She warned against being your own worst critic.
“Many put themselves down for not being the best artist, when in fact they have a lot of passion and can draw better
than they think,” Campbell said. “Stop judging yourself and just start creating.”
After finding inspiration and deciding on the medium, the next step in the process is making your artwork a reality.
Oftentimes, the hardest part of creating art is making the first mark out of fear of messing up. Do not let that mental
block stop you; go on the offense. Put a little scribble on the blank page for a new drawing, splatter a little paint on
the edge of your painting canvas, make that initial first cut into a carving. Art is subjective; there is no right or wrong.
Senior art major Jenise Hiles committed to creating one new piece of art every day in quarantine. Working with pen,
paper and foil, Hiles uses her artwork to address how strange the new reality is. Creative outlets like drawing make
the situation easier for her, Hiles said, and she suggests others try creating also.
“Eliminate your surroundings, and think about the things that are bothering you most, and just make them as
relatable and silly as you can,” Hiles said. “You know, if you want to write some kind of crazy dystopian novel, now is
the time. If you really always wanted to draw something spooky, there’s nothing more spooky than what’s happening
right now. Just put it down on paper and feel a little better about it.”

HOBBY HIGHLIGHT: TIKTOK DANCES
written by Danielle Turner March 26, 2020
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Now more than ever, students, faculty and staff members have the chance to pursue a variety of hobbies with
newfound free time. Some have turned to the hobby of learning viral TikTok dances. TikTok is a social media app on
which users post videos of themselves with different music, sounds and visual effects. Many users create
choreography and post it on the app for other users to learn and post as well.
Senior Meghan Judd said she posted her first TikTok in January with a friend, but still thought of TikTok as a rip-off of
the old social media app Vine. Once she gave in and downloaded TikTok, Judd said she began to realize how easy
the dances could be to learn.
“Seeing everyone learn the same dances, even though we are all separated, is really cool,” Judd said. “It’s kind of
like we’re all still together.”

Heath Carpenter, associate professor of English, has made a couple of TikToks with his family since he started
spending more time at home due to COVID-19. Carpenter said his wife Hannah tried to get him to make some
TikToks with her before the COVID-19 outbreak, but he never thought he would cave and actually record one.
“I have spent 30 seconds learning TikTok dances,” Carpenter said. “My kids loved learning them, and I wanted to
have fun and connect with them, so I hung out in the back of the video behind all of them and did whatever goofy
movements I wanted.”
Regarding new TikTok content from Carpenter, he said if his fans want it, they shall get it.
Sophomore Caroline Slater has been an active TikTok user since August but has begun to learn more TikTok dances
now that she is off campus and has more downtime.
“I knew some of the more iconic dances, like “Renegade,” but now I have time to learn many more and be more
creative with my videos,” Slater said.
Slater said learning TikTok dances gives her a chance to be more physically active during the day. Getting your body
up and moving is an important part of staying mentally healthy while being at home. Judd said she likes to also make
up her own dances to engage her brain and be more mindful.
“I can fall into the trap of sitting on my couch for 15 hours per day, so having something fun to do that makes me
want to get up and groove is nice for me,” Judd said. “[Later,] I may not have as much time to keep up with trends
and learn dances, but I definitely want to keep dancing as much as I can.”
Interested in taking up the hobby of TikTok dances? Try searching online for “easy TikTok dances,” or simply open up
the app and start scrolling. Find one that looks fun, and go for it. And don’t worry — your TikTok profile even has a
“private” setting, so you can record all the dances you want to be seen and saved for your eyes only.

HOW TO STAY ACTIVE WHILE STAYING HOME
written by Kaitlynfrancois March 26, 2020
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As ideal as it would be to sit and watch Netflix all day, every day, it is probably not the best option for one’s physical
health.
With many gyms and traditional workout studios closed due to health concerns surrounding COVID-19 — not to
mention the lack of intramural sports and use of the Ganus Activities Complex (GAC) — students may be feeling lost
at the thought of staying active through quarantine. Though traditional opportunities for physical activity may be
limited, there are still plenty of options to get creative and get active.
Senior Brooklyn Howard, athletic director for women’s social club Chi Omega Pi, was used to staying active by
playing club sports and exercising with friends in the GAC.
“At home, it’s been much harder to stay active,” Howard said. “I make it a goal to do a short workout each morning. I
usually follow a YouTube video, because they’re free and have a ton of different options. In the afternoons, I like to
get outside and take my dogs on a walk.”

Senior Lizzy McHan said she has downloaded different exercise apps to stay active at home. Some of these are
Tone It Up, Sweat and The Bar Method. Lots of apps provide a variety of activities to help the user stay in shape.
Many are free.
For those who are not used to exercising, McHan recommended being open to new ideas.
“Have an open mind, and if you are with any family members, do it together because it makes it more fun,” McHan
said. “And try different apps until you find one that you enjoy.”
Junior Olivia Suddath said she has gone back to the basics of working out since her regular gym shut down
temporarily.
“I ran outside yesterday, which was nice to exercise and get some fresh air,” Suddath said. “You could also just walk
or bike outside to get active and to get out of the house.”
Staying healthy and active can be a daunting task at any time, and perhaps more so when gyms, sports and activity
classes are unavailable. Leading a healthy lifestyle is still possible, though; it may just take some extra motivation
and creativity.
“The biggest reason I exercise regularly is that it makes me feel good,” Howard said. “Staying active improves mood
and overall health. I would recommend starting small and increasing over the next few weeks.”

HOW TO STAY CONNECTED WHILE BEING APART
written by Selbybailey March 26, 2020
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This semester at Harding has been full of change, but students staying home after Spring Break was the biggest
change of all. The new normal has left many students, faculty and staff members wondering: How can one stay
connected while being so far away?
Technology has come a long way over the years, granting an easy way to contact people even hundreds of miles
away. For those missing game nights with friends, GamePigeon on iPhone — or another collaborative gaming
platform — may be just the thing to tide you over. GamePigeon lets participants play games such as pool, basketball,
archery, mini golf, checkers and more through iMessaging. Friends can keep up the friendly competition through this
virtual means.
Junior Davis Rowan has long been a fan of GamePigeon for fun with friends, but he said it is just the first step in
staying connected through a time of separation.

“You play back and forth, and then when it’s over, you’re in the perfect position to continue the connection by carrying
on a conversation with that person,” Rowan said. “It’s not the same as being with them in person, but it is kind of the
best we’ve got right now, so I think you just have to look at it from that perspective and see it’s about more than who
wins the game of 8-ball.”
In addition to virtual games, technology also provides many ways to gather with friends over the web just to catch up.
You don’t have to be isolated from the friends you met for lunch or your weekly devotional group. An easy way to
continue that time together is through video conference calls using platforms like FaceTime, Houseparty, Zoom and
even Snapchat.
Seniors Ben Shearer, Alli Morris and Sydney Elliott have been active on Houseparty to ensure they still spend time
talking with each other and building those relationships.
“Being on campus, and especially in the dorm, our friends just naturally assemble in a room or in the hall most nights
and catch up,” Shearer said. “It’s in that setting where many of my fondest memories of college have taken place.
While we can’t be in that kind of a space together anymore, it’s still nice to see everyone’s face and engage in those
same kind of conversations through our phones.”
There are other ways to stay in touch with your friends besides those involving technology, however. Old-fashioned
snail mail still works as a means of catching up with friends. That’s right — classic pen and paper can lead to each
letter having the potential to become a sentimental and meaningful treasure from a friend.
A surprise, handwritten letter is guaranteed to make someone’s day. It shows a level of care and thoughtful intention.
Senior Kaley Burks loved sending notes to people through campus mail and did not want the practice to end now
that everyone is scattered. After seeing a friend do it, she asked for people’s addresses through an Instagram story
with the hopes of becoming pen pals with as many people as possible.
“I thought it would be perfect just to still keep in touch with people and let them know I care and miss them without
having to text people all the time,” Burks said.
An unexpected end to on-campus life for the semester brought a lot of change to a lot of students. However,
opportunities to connect, encourage and communicate still abound. It may take some creativity and a few new ideas,
but with a little work, all can stay connected during this time of separation.

HOW WE CAN CONTINUE TO CELEBRATE EVEN NOW
written by Guest March 26, 2020

Written by Morgan Proffitt
Last summer, the executive officers of the Student Association were considering what the theme for our upcoming
school year would be. When we eventually decided on “celebrate,” we began eagerly planning ways to encourage a
spirit of optimism and excitement within the student body. Whether we celebrated people like the dorm moms, those
who hang the Christmas lights, or the students and professors working with NASA, we as a community engaged in
the discipline of celebration.
Cultivating any sort of discipline takes practice and intentionality, and we as a student body have been working to do
that all year. Considering our current predicament, I am starting to wonder if that was for a reason.
Now, as we sit in our separate homes and see each other only through the screens of our computers, we may feel as
if there are few things to celebrate. The spread of a pandemic is awful, and this is a situation that is breaking so
many hearts and hurting so many people.

However, I believe there are still reasons to celebrate in the midst of this darkness, as long as one is willing to
recognize them. I want to remind us all (including myself, especially) that despite the uncertainty of our world, we
serve a God who is steadfast and faithful when everything else is not. Lean on him and practice resting in his
presence — all the fulfillment we will ever truly need. Part of how we as a community can do that is through
intentionally choosing to look at and notice how we see God in the midst of everything that is going on right now. A
beautiful way to rest in God’s providence is by simply noticing how good he is.
I firmly believe that Satan loses power when we say things out loud, so speak your frustrations and anger, but also
make sure you voice your gratitude and celebrations. Don’t let anger and resentment at the current state of things
build up, but instead temper your heart with celebrations that come from many places: flowers, Zoom, friends,
professors, the internet and even toilet paper.
I hope this time can be one where you find encouragement in the midst of trials, but I am also not naïve enough to
think that some days might not yield much motivation to shout for joy. In those days, seek to remember moments
where you noticed God, and use them as reflections of light for the time spent in the dark.
May the Lord bless you and keep you.

REVIEW: ‘ZOEY’S EXTRAORDINARY PLAYLIST’ BRINGS A
CHANGE OF TUNE
written by Katelynallen March 26, 2020

TV
Graphic by Darrian Bagley

In this day and age, there comes a time in almost every college student’s life when they feel like they have watched
every TV show under the sun. Shows like “Parks and Recreation,” “The Office” and “New Girl” are just a select few
staples many college students have seen multiple times. Netflix, Hulu and other streaming services have shows that
may seem cheesy based on their bio, but some of them are fully capable of capturing the hearts of college students
near and far.
One new show in particular has the potential to cause a major key change in the hearts of college students,
especially during this semester of quarantine. It’s called “Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist.”
The new show can be found streaming on NBC and through live stream on Hulu every Sunday night at 8 p.m. CST.
The show is based around a young 20-something year old working at a modern technology company who goes into
the doctor’s office for an MRI scan during an earthquake while listening to the top 50 hits, and her world is officially
rocked. She wakes up the next day suddenly able to hear the inner soundtrack of those around her.

First, it is the soundtrack of a woman dancing and singing on the street. Then, it’s the soundtrack of her crush at
work. The inner soundtracks of people around Zoey keep coming. This show will make you laugh at the hysterical
dance breaks strangers perform for Zoey and then make you cry when her father, who suffers from an ailing muscle
dystrophy disease, stands and sings to her for the first time in months. Not to mention the added bonus that her best
friend is in love with her and sings pop love songs like “Sucker” by the Jonas Brothers. All in all, the TV show may
not be what you are expecting, but it’s almost guaranteed to be your next obsession.
Shows like “Friends” and “New Girl” are all the same. Although these shows are classics that every college student
should see at least five times, it is time to put the sitcoms down and listen to “Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist.”
The unbelievably talented cast is made up of several familiar faces. Zoey Clarke is played by Jane Levy, who starred
in the 2016 horror thriller film “Don’t Breathe.” Zoey’s best friend, Max, is played by Skylar Astin from the “Pitch
Perfect” films. Lauren Graham is Zoey’s grouchy boss Joan, but you may know her as Lorelai Gilmore from the hit
show “Gilmore Girls.”
For students who are getting tired of the same old Netflix and Hulu shows constantly trending, check out “Zoey’s
Extraordinary Playlist” for a change of tune. New episodes air on NBC Sundays at 8 p.m. CST and can be streamed
on Hulu.

THE LUMINEERS AND THE POWER OF MUSIC TO
CONNECT US
written by Guest March 26, 2020

Written by Emma Williams
Have you ever had a dream — a dream that you held onto for one, two or three years, and maybe even longer? For
me, that dream was going to see The Lumineers in concert.
Most of you will recognize The Lumineers as the band that plays “Ho Hey” or “Ophelia.” That’s how I knew them,
until a month after my high school graduation when, on a bus in Greece, I was introduced to The Lumineers’ first
album, which is named after the band. That very day, the dream to see them in concert was planted inside me.
Three years later, that dream came true about a month ago: I saw the Lumineers in concert Feb. 19 in Nashville,
Tennessee. The band emerged from the fog and strummed the first chord of “Sleeping on the Floor,” and tears
welled up in my eyes as I recalled the hundreds of times I had listened to that song while studying for tests, driving in

my car, cooking in the kitchen, flying in airplanes, walking to class, riding my bike, and now standing in the same
room as the ones performing it.
The Lumineers have walked with me through my entire college career. “Flowers in Your Hair,” “Submarines” and “Big
Parade” take me back to freshman year – living in Cathcart Hall, taking spur-of-the-moment trips to Little Rock or
Heber Springs with seven people in one car, going on coffee dates, eating on the front lawn, trying to soak in every
moment. My friends and I would take late night drives, going nowhere in particular, with the windows down and
“Stubborn Love” turned all the way up as we sang along.
“Angela” and “Long Way from Home” remind me of sophomore year on Harding’s campus: drinking lots of coffee,
asking everyone about their story, transitioning into my major English classes, training for a half marathon, falling in
love, and saying goodbye as I left to go abroad. I was also reminded of the sweet memory of my boyfriend giving me
the “Cleopatra” vinyl record; we listened and read along with every lyric.
As The Lumineers played songs from their new album, “III,” at the concert, I was transported to Peru, hiking up ruins
in Ollantaytambo alongside some of my best friends. I went to Harding University Latin America in the spring of my
sophomore year, and I remember the exact spot I was in when I first heard “Gloria” – laying on my bedroom floor in
Arequipa, having just finished kinesiology class. There were five minutes before Bible class when the WiFi finally
reconnected, and a notification popped up announcing the release of The Lumineers’ new single. I screamed, waited
for it to load and listened to it twice before I arrived late to class, which was totally worth it.
As The Lumineers played songs from “III” in Nashville, pictures of Machu Picchu, Arequipa, plane rides, and longawaited greetings flew through my head as well as memories of moving back into the dorm to start my junior year. I
think we each have songs or albums or artists that take us back to special moments like our own little time machines.
The Lumineers are my favorite time machine.
Every song on every album had led me to the moment when I finally saw and heard The Lumineers with my own
eyes and ears. I was amazed by the thousands of other people standing in Bridgestone Arena singing along to the
lyrics, some with their eyes closed, some clapping and swaying to the beat, some dancing, some just standing there
and soaking it in. Each person in that arena had their own connection to those songs and their own story with the
songs. I was reminded of the power of music and the story that music is able to tell in a completely unique way from
all other methods of storytelling.
Music holds power: the power of connection, story, humanity. When we listen to music that moves us, inspires us,
encourages us and affirms us, we accept a gift from God. It is a gift of connection, presence and humanity. Music is
important in this way. I was able to experience that power on a weekday night, in Nashville, beside three really great

friends. It was truly a dream come true.
During this period of transition, I encourage you to look up some new music. Of course, I recommend The
Lumineers, who just released two new singles. You should also go through old playlists and listen to some of the
music that got you through some past lonely periods in your life, or your “Johnny’s sing-along” playlist, or your “End
of September, Welcome October” playlist – anything. Now is a great time to reflect and also a time to live in the
present, so ask friends what they are listening to. Start a collaborative playlist. Make this break a musical one
because music holds power that helps us stay connected to ourselves and each other.
Let’s stay connected.

WHITE, BLACK, ETC.
written by Justin Duyao March 26, 2020

This article is a part of the Dialogue on Diversity series.
Here’s the thing: We should all talk about race. It’s central to our self-concept, because it represents more than just
color. Our notion of racial identity contains our ideas about family, belonging, commonality, discrimination. Race is
endlessly multifaceted. We should acknowledge, and, when appropriate, celebrate that. But it isn’t easy to talk about
for everyone, and it certainly isn’t an inclusive conversation.
The question of race has never been clear cut for me. I have never had a straightforward answer to the question,
“What are you?” because the question of race, in my experience, hasn’t been black and white. It feels instead like a
million shades of gray.
At first glance, people are confused about my race. If you look at me, I’m not exactly white, but I’m not any other
distinct shade either. I’m sort of just “brownish.” If race is defined as “a category of humankind that shares certain
distinctive physical traits,” according to Merriam-Webster, I’m not sure I fit into one. I’m half Filipino, but I don’t look

as Filipino as other Filipinos I know. I don’t speak Tagalog. I’ve never been to Manila. I don’t fit into that group, or any
given category.
It might be easy to assume that if you don’t identify with one distinct race, perhaps you have a better idea about your
ethnicity, seeing as it pertains more to your cultural expression and identification. But in that category, I have even
more conflicting data. My dad grew up in Hawaii, but I never lived there, so it isn’t quite mine. My mom grew up in
Texas, but I never lived there either. I was born and raised in Portland, Oregon — a city comprised of 80.5% “whites”
and 0.3% “Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islanders,” according to the 2010 census. Visibly, I wasn’t part of the
majority. Yet, at the same time, an important part of me was. My mom is white, and all my family in Oregon is white
— so, naturally, I felt pretty white.
That’s the confusing thing about being biracial. Very different ethnicities are often folded into oversimplified racial
categories, which makes a seemingly uncomplicated categorization very complex. Physical appearance and cultural
experiences are so often assumed to be correlative; but the reality is, the stories we’re told about the groups with
which we identify are never properly inclusive or representative. The story I was told about success and belonging
and meaning and normalcy was, as may be expected in Portland, a white story — but, throughout my life, I was
never sure if it was mine.
How white do I have to be to be white?
Nobody fits into any category. Even if they seem to, it’s never that easy — for anyone, even if they do check only one
box.
Of course, it’s only natural that we sort people into groups based on shared experiences. Social grouping is a
rational way of making sense of the otherwise endlessly variable species we populate.
The problem with grouping is it tends to overgeneralize. Commonalities tend to highlight differences between “our”
group and “their” group, which creates divisions. One group comes to power as the “other” is disempowered. One
group colonizes the norm, while the “other” is marginalized and, historically, dehumanized.
People start wars.
People build walls.
I want to clarify some things before I continue. First, I don’t think the question of race and the issue of racism are the
same thing, and I’d prefer we make space to talk about the two separately. Racism is systemic, economic,
psychological, inherited. Race, however, as a conversation topic, has the ability to be much less charged. When it
comes down to it, racism closes doors, but race has the ability to open them.

Second, groupings and categorization aren’t one race’s fault. Everyone does it. The cognitive process of
generalization is an important tool we use to make sense of the present using data we gathered throughout our lives.
The root problem is when we fail to practice healthy discrimination.
We all know what unhealthy discrimination looks like. We see it on the news. We see it in the White House. In my
experience, healthy discrimination looks like this:
“What are you?” says the partygoer.
“My mother is Irish-English, and my father is Filipino,” I say.
“Oh, that’s so interesting. What does that mean, to you?”
Healthy discrimination doesn’t make assumptions. It takes information and wrestles with it instead of deferring to the
unconscious mind to make decisions about who people are or aren’t.
Practicing healthy discrimination, then, means reclaiming our ideas about race and replacing destructive stereotypes.
Healthy discrimination does not mean becoming colorblind. Colorblindness is the opposite of the kind of mindfulness
that can decrease implicit bias. Healthy discrimination is work. It means asking questions, then listening to the stories
people tell about themselves, rather than the one our world tells for them.
In an era where racial categories have cultural, social, even economic consequences, it has been difficult to
determine where I fall on the spectrum. But what if I didn’t have to? What if nobody had to?
What if we allowed ourselves to relish our shared, cultural experiences without all the presumptive baggage? What if
we changed the way we think and talk about race, so people had all the freedom in the world to be whatever they
wanted to be?

